
LESSON 5: THE MAN WITH 13 JOBS. THE PRESENT SIMPLE. 

THE HEADWAY CAFÉ.   

Outcomes 

Participants will have known how to use “Present Simple”. 

Participants will have known and use the vocabulary about Jobs. 

Time: 80 min 

Procedure:  
1.1. Read and listen to the information about world cinema and match which 

sentences are true which ones are false. 

1.2. Frequency adverbs (every day, once a week, always, often …) 

To ask about frequency use the question How often…? 

The order is How often + do+subject + verb. 

How often do you watch foreign films? 

We can give a specific answer with every + day/week/month/year, etc. 

I go to the cinema every week. 

We can say the number of times we do something with  

Once/twice/three times + a day/week/month/year, etc. 

To give the more general answer about frequency use always, often, 

sometimes, not often, never. 

Subject + frequency adverb +verb. 

I sometimes watch TV on the Internet. 

With be the order is subject + be + frequency adverb +verb. 

She is always late. 

1.3. Make sentences about world jobs with the words. 

1.4. Work in pairs. Ask each other questions using frequency adverbs and try 

to give some extra information in the answers. 

1.5. Prepare a dialogue between two people watching television 

1.6. Write the word or phrase in the correct place. 



1. I _______ think ________ about ________ becoming a pilot. (sometimes) 

2. The Queen ________ celebrates ________ her birthday _______. (twice a 

year) 

3. We ____ play _______ computer games _______. (in the evening) 

4. You ________think ________about _________ your future. (hardly ever) 

5. I ________have _________ seen _________ her before. (never) 

6. I _______use ________ the school library ________. (most afternoons) 

7. My parents _______ go ________to the cinema _______. (about once a year) 

8. I ______don’t ______ wear _______ black in summer. (normally) 

 

1.7. Write a number 1-3 to put these sentences in order of frequency (least 

frequent = 1 and most frequent = 3). 

……. He usually goes bowling on Saturdays. 

……. He occasionally goes bowling. 

……. He never goes bowling. 

 

……. I only see him once a month. 

……. We see each other every weekend. 

……. We hardly ever see each other. 

 

……. Occasionally we watch TV together. 

……. We like watching TV together every evening. 

……. We watch TV together on Thursdays. 

 

 

1.8. Look at the pictures and tell about Seumas McSporran who has got 13 

jobs (pp 23-24) 
 


